A numerical optimization study of minimum-fuel low-Earth-orbit aeroglide and aerothrust aeroassisted orbital transfer of a small spacecraft subject to constraints on heating rate and heating load with a required inclination change is considered. The aeroassisted orbital transfer is formulated as a three-phase optimal control problem consisting of an exoatmospheric deorbit phase, an atmospheric flight phase that may or may not include thrust, and a second exoatmospheric flight phase. The two different variations of the three-phase optimal control problem that arise from the trajectory design are solved using a high-accuracy adaptive Gaussian quadrature collocation method. The fuel consumption of both the aeroglide and aerothrust aeroassisted maneuvers are assessed as functions of the maximum allowable heating rate, the maximum allowable integrated heat load, the maximum lift-to-drag ratio of the vehicle, and the initial mass of the vehicle. Finally, the key features of the optimal aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers are identified. 
T HE reduction in the size and mass of spacecraft has been recognized in recent years as a concept that can greatly decrease the cost of space missions while increasing operational responsiveness [1, 2] . With regard to responsiveness, small spacecraft can potentially be used for rapid repositioning on much shorter notice when compared with a large spacecraft. It is known that the use of atmospheric forces to reposition a spacecraft can potentially improve maneuverability of the spacecraft while simultaneously lowering fuel consumption, thereby reducing the overall cost of a mission as compared to using an all-propulsive orbital transfer. An orbit transfer that uses the atmosphere is referred to generically as an aeroassisted orbital transfer.
The concept of an aeroassisted orbital transfer originated with the work of London [3] . Aeroassisted orbital transfer maneuvers fall into the following categories: aerobrake, aerocapture, aeroglide, aerothrust, aerocruise, and aerogravity assist. An aerobrake is a purely aerodynamic maneuver where the atmosphere is used to reduce the size of the orbit. An aerocapture is an atmospheric maneuver that depletes a sufficient amount of energy to change the orbit from hyperbolic to elliptic relative to the centrally attracting body. An aeroglide is a nonthrusting maneuver while the vehicle is in the atmosphere, but it is typically combined with exoatmospheric thrusting maneuvers to change the size, shape, and orientation of the orbit. An aerothrust is a maneuver that includes the possibility of a thrusting maneuver during atmospheric flight. A special case of an aerothrust maneuver is an aerocruise maneuver where the thrust level is chosen so that it cancels the drag during atmospheric flight. Finally, an aerogravity assist combines the atmosphere with propulsion and gravity to modify a hyperbolic orbit (that is, an aerogravity assist is an aerodynamically assisted planet swingby).
Early work on aeroassisted orbital transfer was provided in the survey papers of [4] and [5] . Also, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] considered the problem of minimum-fuel aeroassisted orbital transfer and guidance for large spacecraft, while the work of [14] [15] [16] [17] focused on numerical optimization studies of aeroassisted orbital transfer to improve the accuracy of solutions to problems that had features similar to those studied in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Reference [6] showed that increased fuel savings could be achieved over an aeroglide maneuver by thrusting during atmospheric flight (thus canceling drag). Reference [7] investigated energy loss for different plane change maneuvers and used an aeroassisted orbital transfer to minimize energy losses. Reference [14] studied the problem of low-Earth-orbit aeroassisted orbital transfer with a limited amount of inclination change for a large spacecraft. Reference [17] used an approach similar to that of [14] to study the problem of large spacecraft multiple-pass aeroassisted orbital transfer from geostationary orbit to low Earth orbit (LEO) for large inclination changes. A key result of [17] was that the fuel consumption decreased dramatically as the number of atmospheric passes increased for transfers where the heating rate was highly constrained. Most recently, [18] studied the problem of small spacecraft aerogliding maneuvers between two low Earth orbits for a single maximum lift-to-drag ratio subject to a constraint on the maximum allowable stagnation point heating rate.
Although a great deal of work has been done on aeroassisted orbital transfer for large spacecraft, the problem of aeroassisted orbital for small spacecraft has received less attention. This research considers the problem of aeroassisted orbital transfer for vehicles of much smaller mass from those that have been used in previous studies (that is, a vehicle of mass of approximately 1000 kg as opposed to a vehicle for which the mass is ≈5000 to 10,000 kg). Vehicles of the size considered in this research have also been considered for use in atmospheric flight trajectory design as given in [19] [20] [21] . This research provides a study of both aeroglide and aerothrust aeroassisted orbital transfer between two low Earth orbits for a small spacecraft using a single pass through the atmosphere. The problem studied in this paper is formulated as a three-phase optimal control problem where the first phase is an exoatmospheric flight segment that occurs after the application of an initial deorbit impulse from the initial circular orbit, the second phase is either an unpowered (aeroglide) or powered (aerothrust) atmospheric flight segment that provides the ability to change the orbital inclination, and the third phase is an exoatmospheric flight segment that terminates just before the application of a second impulse that circularizes the orbit and attains the required terminal inclination. Using this three-phase formulation, constraints are placed on either the maximum allowable heating rate or the maximum allowable heating load, and vehicles with three different maximum lift-to-drag ratios and two different initial masses are considered. The approach used in this study makes it possible to determine the influence of these four key parameters on the overall performance. In addition, because of the numerical approach used to solve the optimal control problem, highly accurate solutions to the aeroassisted orbital transfer are obtained. Finally, the performance of the aeroglide and aerothrust aeroassisted orbital transfer maneuvers has been reported in terms of the final inclination, the maximum allowable heating rate, the maximum allowable integrated heat load, the maximum lift-to-drag ratio of the vehicle, and the initial mass of the vehicle.
It is noted that [18] also considered an aeroassisted orbital transfer of a small spacecraft between two low Earth orbits with inclination change. This study, however, differs significantly from the work of [18] . First, although [18] considered aeroglide maneuvers with constraints on heating rate, this research considers both aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers with constraints on both heating rate and heating load. Furthermore, [18] allowed for the possibility of a skip trajectory during atmospheric flight, whereas the formulation in this study prevents the possibility of a skip trajectory in order to maintain aerodynamic control during atmospheric flight. Moreover, [18] studied only a single and very high lift-to-drag ratio along with a single initial mass, whereas this research considers a range of lift-todrag ratios along with different values of initial mass. The new problem formulation together with the new computational approach lead to results that demonstrate a much greater sensitivity of the fuel consumption to changes in the final inclination as compared to the sensitivities that were obtained in [18] . In addition, because the fuel consumption is the objective functional that is minimized in this study, the results provide a much more direct effect of the solution on the mass of the vehicle. On the other hand, because [18] used the total impulse ΔV as the objective functional, the results of [18] provide a less direct ability to understand the effect that the inclination change has on the fuel consumption. Consequently, this research builds upon the work of [18] by providing a more comprehensive study than that considered in [18] using an improved computational approach as compared with that of [18] . This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the physical model and the differential equations that describe the motion of the vehicle are provided. In Sec. III, the aeroassisted orbital transfer trajectory design and the three-phase optimal control problem are described. Section IV provides a comprehensive numerical optimization study of the minimum-fuel aeroglide and aerothrust aeroassisted orbital transfer problems. Section V provides a description of the key differences between this work and prior work on low-Earth-orbit aeroassisted orbital transfer of small spacecraft. Finally, Sec. VI provides conclusions on this research.
II. Physical Model and Equations of Motion
Consider the motion of a vehicle, modeled as a point mass, over a spherical nonrotating Earth (thereby approximating the Earth as an inertial reference frame). During the motion, the vehicle could be either in exoatmospheric or atmospheric flight. During exoatmospheric flight, it is assumed that the only force acting the vehicle is that of gravity. During atmospheric flight, it is assumed that the vehicle is acted upon by drag, lift, gravity, and (possibly) thrust. In addition, in order to propel the vehicle between exoatmospheric and atmospheric flight, exoatmospheric impulsive maneuvers are included. The position and velocity of the vehicle are parameterized in spherical coordinates where r is the geocentric radius, θ is the Earth-relative longitude, ϕ is the geocentric latitude, v is the Earthrelative speed, γ is the Earth-relative flight-path angle, and ψ is the azimuth (measured clockwise from due north). The differential equations that describe the motion of the vehicle are given in spherical coordinates [22] as
where g μ∕r 2 is the gravitational acceleration, μ is the Earth gravitational parameter, S is the vehicle reference area, C D is the coefficient of drag, C L is the coefficient of lift, D qSC D is the drag force, L qSC L is the lift force, q ρv 2 ∕2 is the dynamic pressure, ρ is the atmospheric density, T is the thrust force, g 0 is the gravitational acceleration at sea level, I sp is the engine specific impulse, and σ is the bank angle. The atmospheric density ρ is modeled using the exponential model
where h r − R e is the altitude, R e is the radius of the Earth, H is the density scale height, and ρ 0 is the sea-level density. The lift and drag coefficients are modeled using a standard drag polar [23] as
where C D0 is the zero-lift coefficient of drag, K is the drag polar parameter, C L;α is the lift slope, and α is the angle of attack. In addition, in the two different formulations of the problem considered in this paper, the vehicle is subject to a constraint on either the stagnation point heating rate _ Q or the stagnation point heating load Q. The model used for the stagnation point heating rate is taken from [24] and is given as
where _ Q is a constant, and v c μ∕R e p . Using Eq. (5), the stagnation point heating load during atmospheric flight is obtained as
where t entry and t exit are the times corresponding to atmospheric entry and atmospheric exit, respectively. It is noted for completeness that, during exoatmospheric flight, the lift, drag, and thrust forces are excluded from Eq. (1); correspondingly, the mass flow rate differential equation in Eq. (1) is excluded. Table 1 provides a summary of the physical constants and the vehicle parameters used in this study, whereas Fig. 1 shows the lift-to-drag ratio as a function of the angle of attack corresponding to the maximum lift-to-drag ratios under consideration in this research.
III. Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Problem Formulation
Using the vehicle model and differential equations of motion as described in Sec. II, the aeroassisted orbital transfer problem is now formulated. Section III.A provides a description of the initial and terminal orbits that define the start and terminus of the transfer. Section III.B provides the event sequence of the orbital transfer along with a schematic that can be used as guidance in Secs. III.D-III.G. Section III.C provides a description of the path constraints imposed during atmospheric flight. Section III.D provides a description of the various groups of event constraints that are imposed during the transfer. Section III.E provides a description of an alternate parameterization of the control that is used in the numerical computations. Section III.F provides a description of the objective functional that is minimized during the aeroassisted orbital transfer. Finally, Sec. III.G provides a description of the aeroassisted orbital transfer optimal control problem.
A. Initial and Terminal Orbits
The vehicle starts in a circular low Earth orbit of altitude h 0 and zero inclination. This initial orbit is specified via the initial constraints rt 0 R e h 0 ; θt 0 0 deg; ϕt 0 0 deg;
where it is noted that the initial longitude is arbitrarily set to zero. The vehicle terminates in a circular LEO with altitude h f with desired terminal inclination i f . This terminal orbit is specified via the terminal constraints
Noting that, at any point during the transfer, the inclination is related to the latitude and azimuth via i cos −1 cos ϕ sin ψ, the terminal inclination can be computed from the terminal latitude and terminal azimuth using the equation
Because the terminal orbit is circular and no constraints are placed on the location of the spacecraft in this terminal orbit, the final values of θ and ϕ are not specified, except as given by the constraint of Eq. (9).
B. Trajectory Event Sequence
The aeroassisted orbital transfer problem considered in this paper is divided into three phases: exoatmospheric descent from the initial LEO to the edge of the sensable atmosphere, atmospheric flight, and exoatmospheric ascent from the edge of the sensable atmosphere to the terminal LEO. The event sequence that accomplishes the Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO aeroassisted orbital transfer problem described in Secs. III.D-III.F is given as follows: 1) a deorbit impulse applied from the initial orbit; 2) an exoatmospheric flight segment that terminates with the vehicle descending as it enters the sensable atmosphere; 3) an atmospheric flight segment that terminates with the vehicle ascending as it exits the sensable atmosphere; 4) an exoatmospheric flight segment that terminates at the altitude of the terminal orbit; and 5) a second impulse applied at the final orbital altitude to circularize the orbit. A schematic of the aeroassisted orbital transfer problem is shown in Fig. 2 and can be used together with the descriptions given in Secs. III.A-III.G.
C. Path Constraints
Various path constraints are enforced during atmospheric flight. First, for all maneuvers (that is, all aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers with or without a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate), the following two path constraints are enforced. First, the angle of attack of the vehicle is constrained to be less than α max , and this angle-of-attack constraint is implemented as a constraint on the coefficient of lift (because the coefficient of lift is linear in the angle of attack). Second, in order to prevent the vehicle from losing aerodynamic control during atmospheric flight (that is, during the second phase of flight as shown in Fig. 2 ), the second derivative of the radius with respect to time is required to be nonnegative during atmospheric flight (thereby preventing a skip trajectory during atmospheric flight). Thus, for all maneuvers considered in this study, the following two inequality path constraints during atmospheric flight are given as
where it is noted that the second constraint in Eq. (10) prevents a skip trajectory during atmospheric flight because the vehicle cannot ascend and descend a second time if it is required that r ≥ 0. Next, for any maneuver where the stagnation point heating rate is constrained, it is required that _ Q be constrained to lie below a specified maximum value _ Q max ; that is, the following inequality path constraint is imposed during a heating rate-constrained maneuver:
Next, for any aerothrust maneuver, the thrust becomes a third control and is limited to lie between zero and a specified maximum value T max . Thus, for any aerothrust maneuver, the following inequality path constraint is imposed during atmospheric flight:
It is noted that, in this research, a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate and the stagnation point heating load will not be included simultaneously. Instead, the heating rate or heating load constraints will be considered at the exclusion of the other.
D. Event Constraints
The event constraints required as part of the aeroassisted orbital transfer are divided into eight event groups with a possible ninth event group (where the ninth event group is included if the stagnation point heating load is constrained). These nine event groups are described qualitatively as follows: 1) connection between the velocity and mass the instants before and after the first impulse ΔV 1 is applied; 2) continuity in the state and time at atmospheric entry; 3) requirement that the altitude at atmospheric entry be equal to the altitude of the sensable atmosphere; 4) requirement that the vehicle be descending at atmospheric entry; 5) continuity in the state and time at atmospheric exit; 6) requirement that the altitude at atmospheric exit be equal to the altitude of the sensable atmosphere; 7) requirement that the vehicle be ascending at atmospheric exit; 8) connection between the position, velocity, and mass of the vehicle and the terminal orbit the instant before and after the second impulse ΔV 2 is applied; and 9) a constraint on the total stagnation point heating load in cases where the heating load is constrained.
For all nine event groups, the quantities t − and t denote the instants before and after the time t at which the event group occurs.
The first group of event constraints occurs at the initial time t 0 and connects the velocity the instants before and after the application of the first impulse ΔV 1 . Let
be the initial state in spherical coordinates as given in Eq. (7). Furthermore, let E fE x ; E y ; E z g be an Earth-fixed basis fixed in the Earth such that E z lies along the north pole, E x lies along the intersection of the Equator with the line of zero longitude (Greenwich), and E y E z × E x completes the right-handed system. Using the nonlinear transformation T E S (obtained at t 0 ) as given in the Appendix, the geocentric position and inertial velocity expressed in the basis E the instant before the application of the impulse ΔV 1 are obtained as 
The second through fourth groups of event constraints occur at atmospheric entry. Let t entry be the time of atmospheric entry. Furthermore, at atmospheric entry, it is required that the altitude be equal to the altitude of the sensable atmosphere. Thus, at atmospheric entry, it is required that ht − entry h atm Thus, the third group of event constraints is given as
Next, it is required that the vehicle be descending at atmospheric entry, which implies that
where γ entry max is a small negative number that ensures descent into the atmosphere. The fourth group of event constraints is then given as
The fifth through seventh groups of event constraints occur at atmospheric exit. Let t exit be the time of atmospheric exit. Then, because the state and the time must be continuous at atmospheric exit, it is required that
Furthermore, in the case of an aerothrust maneuver only, it is required that the mass at the end of atmospheric flight be equal to the mass before the application of the second impulse; that is, it is required that
where t − f and mt − f are, respectively, the time and the mass the instant before the application of the second impulse ΔV 2 . The fifth group of event constraints, valid for an aeroglide maneuver, is then given as e 5 2 6 6 6 4
whereas the fifth group of event constraints, valid for an aerothrust maneuver, is given as
Furthermore, at atmospheric exit, it is required that altitude be equal to the altitude of the sensable atmosphere. Thus, at atmospheric exit, it is required that Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO ht − exit h atm Thus, the sixth group of event constraints is given as
Next, it is required that the vehicle be ascending at atmospheric exit, which implies that
where γ exit min is a small positive number such that ensures ascent out of the atmosphere at atmospheric exit. The seventh group of event constraints is then given as
It is noted for completeness that the value γ exit min −γ entry max 2 deg is used in the numerical computations.
The eighth group of event constraints occurs at the terminal t f and connects the geocentric position and the velocity at t f (that is, after the application of the second impulse ΔV 2 ) to the terminal orbit conditions given in Eq. (8) . Let t − f and t f be the instants before and after the application of ΔV 2 , and let
be the state of the vehicle the instant before the impulse ΔV 2 is applied. Using the nonlinear transformation T E S as given in the Appendix, the geocentric position and inertial velocity expressed in the basis E the instant before the application of the impulse ΔV 2 are obtained as
where vt f is the inertial velocity the instant after the application of ΔV 2 , and note that frt
f g E . Then, the state in spherical coordinates is obtained using the transformation T S E as defined in the Appendix as rt
The inclination at t f is then obtained as
Finally, from the Goddard rocket equation, the relationship between the impulse ΔV 2 the preimpulse mass mt 
Finally, when a constraint is placed on the total stagnation point heating load, it is required that Q lie below a specified value Q max ; that is,
where Q max is positive. The ninth group of event constraints, which are valid when a constraint is imposed on the total stagnation point heating load, is then given as
E. Parameterization of Control
Although the exoatmospheric flight portions of the transfer do not include continuous control, the atmospheric flight portions of the transfer include aerodynamic control via the angle of attack α and the bank angle σ and, in the case of an aerothrust maneuver, propulsive control via thrust T. Although it is possible to parameterize the aerodynamic control using the model given in Eq. (1), issues may arise with the nonuniqueness that arises with possible angle wrapping when using the bank angle as a control variable. As an alternative to using the bank angle as a control, it has been shown in [17] that the following alternate parameterization significantly improves the ability to solve an atmospheric flight optimal control problem:
The path constraint on the coefficient of lift as given in Eq. (10) can then be rewritten as a function of u 1 and u 2 as
Finally, it is noted that the bank angle σ can be computed a posteriori from u 1 and u 2 as σ tan −1 u 2 ; u 1 (26) where tan −1 ⋅; ⋅ is the four-quadrant inverse tangent. In terms of the control parameterization given in Eq. (24), the differential equations of motion for the vehicle as shown in Eq. (1) are given as (27) where it is noted that, because C L has been absorbed into the definitions of u 1 and u 2 , the differential equations for γ and ψ in Eq. (27) have been written in terms of qS∕m rather than in terms of L. 
The objective functional for the aeroassisted orbital transfer problem is to maximize the final mass; that is, maximize
where t is the instant after the second impulse ΔV 2 is applied.
G. Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Optimal Control Problem
The aeroassisted orbital transfer optimal control problem is now stated as follows: Determine the trajectory rt; θt; ϕt; vt; γt; ψt (14) , (16) , (17) , (18) , (20) , (21) , and (22) [in the case of an aeroglide maneuver]; Eqs. (13), (15) , (16) , (17) , (19) , (20) , (21) , and (22) constrained], or Eqs. (10), (11), and Eq. (12) [in the case of an aerothrust maneuver where the heating rate is constrained].
IV. Results
In this section, numerical results for the aeroassisted orbital transfer problem described in Sec. III are presented. First, Sec. IV.A provides a summary of the overall performance of the optimal solutions in terms of the fuel consumption [mt 0 − mt f ] and the inclination change performed during atmospheric flight Δi atm as functions of the terminal inclination i f , the maximum lift-to-drag ratios L∕D max , the initial mass m 0 , the maximum allowable stagnation point heating rate _ Q max , or the maximum allowable stagnation point heating load Q max . Next, Sec. IV.B provides examples that show the structure of the optimal trajectories and controls in terms of altitude ht, speed vt, flight-path angle γt, inclination during atmospheric flight it, angle of attack Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO αt, bank angle σt, and thrust Tt (for the case of an aerothrust maneuver). The values of m 0 , L∕D max , _ Q max , Q max , and i f considered in this study are shown in Table 2 . In addition, specific solutions are shown for different cases where either _ Q or Q is constrained that highlight the key structure of the optimal trajectories and controls. All results in this section were obtained using the MATLAB® optimal control software GPOPS − II together with the nonlinear programming problem (NLP) solver IPOPT [25] , where IPOPT is employed in a full Newton mode that requires the objective function gradient, constraint Jacobian, and Lagrangian Hessian be supplied. GPOPS − II implements an hp-adaptive Gaussian quadrature direct collocation method using collocation at Legendre-Gauss-Radau points in each mesh interval. The mesh is iteratively determined using the adaptive mesh refinement method given in [26] . In this study, a tolerance of 10 −7 is used for both the NLP solver accuracy tolerance and the mesh refinement relative error accuracy tolerance. all computations are obtained using MATLAB's 9.2.0.538062 (R2017a) running on a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 MacBook Pro with 16 GB, 2133 MHz LPDDR3 RAM with a Mac operating system Sierra version 10.12.5 (build 16F73).
A. Overall Performance
In this section, the overall performance of the aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers is studied. In Sec. IV.A.1, the fuel consumption of the heating rate-constrained and heating load-constrained aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers is studied. Next, in Sec. IV. A.2, the amount of inclination change performed in the atmosphere for the heating rate-constrained and heating load-constrained aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers is studied. It is noted that this study includes a comparison of the aeroassisted orbital transfer against both the aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers are compared to either an all propulsive direct inclination change transfer or a Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO biparabolic transfer [27] . The total impulses for each of these respective all-propulsive transfers are given as [27] ΔV 2V 0 sinΔi∕2; ΔV 2 2
where Δi is the inclination change between the initial and terminal circular orbits, and V 0 μ∕r 0 p is the initial circular orbital speed based on a radius of r 0 . Using the Goddard rocket equation, each of the impulses given in Eq. (29) Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO Figures 3 and 4 show the optimal fuel consumption [mt 0 − mt f ] and final mass fraction [mt f ∕mt 0 ] for the heating rate-constrained aeroglide maneuvers as a function of i f for m 0 800; 1200 kg. The first, and perhaps clearest, result that is observed from Fig. 3 is that the aeroglide maneuvers all consume less fuel than the all-propulsive maneuvers. In fact, the gap between the aeroassisted solutions and the all-propulsive solutions grows as i f increases, with differences in fuel consumption of approximately 400 kg for large values of i f . Next, it is seen that, for a given value of i f , the fuel consumed decreases as the maximum lift-to-drag ratio is increases. may not be noticeable for small values of i f , but this decrease in mt f − mt 0 becomes noticeable as i f increases. Moreover, it is important to observe that, for any value of L∕D max , the fuel consumption increases significantly as _ Q max decreases. Next, Figs. 5 and 6 show the fuel consumption and final mass fraction for the heating load-constrained solutions as functions of i f for m 0 800; 1200 kg. Comparing the heating load-constrained solutions in Fig. 5 to the heating rate-constrained solutions in Fig. 3 , it is seen that, as i f increases, the overall the fuel consumption is smaller when the heating load is constrained than when the heating rate is constrained. The reason that the fuel consumption is smaller when the heating load is constrained is that the heating load constraint is Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO enforced at only the end of atmospheric flight. As a result, the heating rate could actually get quite large during atmospheric flight, thus leading to a less constrained problem than was the case when the heating rate was constrained during atmospheric flight. Although the fuel consumption is noticeably smaller when the heating load is constrained as compared to when the heating rate is constrained, it is interesting to note that the fuel consumption for larger values of i f is more sensitive to a decrease in Q max than it is to a decrease in _ Q max . Finally, it is seen in Figs. 4 and 6 that, for either a heating rateconstrained or heating load-constrained maneuver, the final mass 
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Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO fraction is essentially the same for m 0 800; 1200 kg, indicating that the percentage of the initial mass that is placed in the final orbit is insensitive to a change in the initial mass. Next, the fuel consumption of the optimal heating rate-constrained and optimal heating load-constrained aerothrust maneuvers is studied. Figures 7 and 8 show the optimal fuel consumption and final mass fraction for the heating rate-constrained aerothrust maneuvers, whereas Figs Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO maneuvers, Figs. 7 and 9 demonstrate that the aerothrust maneuver is more fuel efficient than an all-propulsive maneuver and the aerothrust solutions exhibit the same general trends in fuel consumption as the aeroglide solutions. It is noted, however, that key differences exist between the performance of the aeroglide and aerothrust solutions. First, it is seen from Fig. 7 that the fuel consumption for a heating rate-constrained aerothrust maneuver is nearly constant as a function of i f when the heating rate is not constrained, but it increases as i f increases and reaches a plateau when the heating rate is highly constrained ( _ Q max 2 MW ⋅ m −2 ). Second, comparing Fig. 7 to Fig. 3 and, correspondingly, Fig. 9 
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Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO load-constrained aerothrust maneuver is more fuel efficient than a comparable aeroglide maneuver. This difference in fuel consumption shows that thrusting during atmospheric flight with a constraint on either the heating rate or the heating load can result in significant fuel savings when compared to performing an aeroglide maneuver. Finally, it is seen in Figs. 8 and 10 that, for either a heating rateconstrained or heating load-constrained maneuver, the final mass fraction is essentially the same for m 0 800; 1200 kg, indicating that the percentage of the initial mass that is placed in the final orbit is insensitive to a change in the initial mass.
Inclination Change Performed in Atmosphere for Aeroglide and Aerothrust Maneuvers
The inclination change performed during atmospheric flight for the optimal aeroglide heating rate-constrained and heating load constrained solutions is now studied. Let Δi atm be the change in inclination accomplished during the atmospheric flight portion of the transfer. Figures 11-14 show Δi atm as a function of i f for m 0 800; 1200 kg for the heating rate-constrained and heating loadconstrained aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers. It is seen that Δi atm increases as i f increases and decreases as either _ Q max or Q max decreases. Although these trends are the same as functions of i f , _ Q max , and Q max for either an aeroglide or an aerothrust maneuver, two key differences are seen in the solutions where the maximum stagnation point heating rate is constrained when compared with the solutions where the maximum stagnation point heating load is constrained. First, it is seen that, for either an aeroglide or an aerothrust maneuver, Δi atm is larger for a heating rate-constrained maneuver than it is for a heating load-constrained maneuver. Second, it is noted for the heating rate-constrained maneuvers that Δi atm is essentially the same for a given value of i f unless the heating rate is highly constrained. On the other hand, it is seen for the heating loadconstrained maneuvers that, for any given value of i f , Δi atm decreases noticeably as Q max decreases. This last trend reveals for heating rateconstrained maneuvers that the atmospheric inclination change is insensitive to a change in _ Q max unless _ Q max is quite small whereas for heating load-constrained maneuvers, the atmospheric inclination change is much more sensitive to a change in Q max , even when Q max is large. Finally, it is noted for a heating load-constrained maneuver that, when the value of Q max is sufficiently small (in this case, when Q max 800 MJ ⋅ m −2 ), the atmospheric inclination change reaches a plateau of approximately 18 deg when m 0 1200 kg, whereas for all other cases, Δi atm increases monotonically as a function of i f .
B. Structure of Optimal Trajectories and Controls
In this section the key features of the optimal trajectories and controls during atmospheric flight are shown for both aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers using the particular case where m 0 1200 kg, L∕D max 2.0, and i f 40 deg. In Sec. IV.B.1, the key structure of the aeroglide solutions is provided. In Sec. IV.B.2, the key structure of the aerothrust solutions is provided. In both cases, the key quantities, including altitude, speed, flight-path angle, heating rate, angle of attack, and bank angle, are analyzed to assess the performance of the vehicle. Figure 15 shows the key features of an optimal aeroglide maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate. It is seen from Fig. 15 that, for larger values of _ Q max , the solution contains an equilibrium glide segment (see Fig. 15b , where the altitude changes at a constant flight-path angle). Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 15d that, when the solution contains an equilibrium glide segment, the stagnation point heating rate contains a segment where it is either constant (see the case in Fig. 15d, constant rate (see the cases in Fig. 15d ,
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. On the other hand, when _ Q is highly constrained (for example, when _ Q max 2 MW ⋅ m −2 ), the solution no longer contains an equilibrium glide segment. Instead, in this latter case, the atmospheric pass is quite shallow and the vehicle exits the atmosphere quickly. In addition, when _ Q is highly constrained, it is seen that the stagnation point heating rate also does not contain either a constant segment or a segment where the slope is constant (see the case in Fig. 15d where Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO highly constrained, the amount of inclination change performed in the atmosphere is significantly less than when _ Q max > 2 MW ⋅ m −2 due to the inability of the vehicle to use atmospheric force to alter the inclination (see the difference between cases _ Q max 2 MW ⋅ m −2 and _ Q max > 2 MW ⋅ m −2 in Fig. 15c ). Next, Fig. 16 shows the key features of the optimal controls α and σ for an aeroglide maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate. It is seen that, when the heating rate is highly constrained, the angle of attack reduces quickly from its maximum during the middle of the atmospheric flight segment but remains at its maximum at the beginning and end of atmospheric flight. On the other hand, when the heating rate is less constrained (that is, _ Q max > 2 MW ⋅ m −2 ), the angle of attack is less than its maximum for the majority of atmospheric flight and is at its maximum only near the end of the atmospheric flight segment. Simultaneously, it is seen for all values of _ Q max that the bank angle is always greater than 120 deg at the start of atmospheric flight. As a result, the vehicle enters the atmosphere with the lift pointed downward but with a sufficiently large lateral component of lift to use the atmosphere to change the inclination. It is also interesting to note that, for all values of _ Q max , the bank angle is zero at the end of atmospheric flight to enable the vehicle to ascend as it exits the atmosphere.
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Next, Fig. 17 shows the solution for an aeroglide maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating load. The aeroglide heating load-constrained solutions have a fundamentally different structure from the aeroglide heating rate-constrained solutions. First, it is seen from Figs. 17a-18b that, as the value of Q max increases (thus decreasing the constraint on the total heating load), the solution contains a much more pronounced equilibrium glide segment from the heating rate-constrained solutions (compare Fig. 17b with  Fig. 15b) . Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 17d that, when the solution contains an equilibrium glide segment, the stagnation point heating rate does not contain a constant or constant slope segment (compare Fig. 17d with Fig. 15d ). Instead, in the case where a constraint is placed on the stagnation point heating load, the heating rate always attains a maximum at a single point in time during atmospheric flight (see, again, Fig. 17d ). On the other hand, similar to the heating rate-constrained solutions, when Q is highly constrained, the atmospheric pass is still quite shallow and the vehicle exits the atmosphere quickly (for example, see the case of Q max 800 MJ ⋅ m −2 in Fig. 17d ) because, when the stagnation point heating load is highly constrained the, vehicle does not have the ability to use atmospheric force to alter the inclination (see the difference between cases Q max 8000 MJ ⋅ m −2 and Q max > 8000 MJ ⋅ m −2 in Fig. 17c) .
Next, Fig. 18 shows the key features of the optimal controls α and σ for an aeroglide maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating load. Different from the structure of the heating rateconstrained solutions, regardless of the value of Q max , the angle of attack remains at its maximum at the beginning and end of atmospheric flight. In addition, for all values of Q max , the bank angle is quite small at atmospheric entry (between 30 and 40 deg at the start of atmospheric flight). As a result, unlike the case where the heating rate is constrained, when the heating load is constrained, the vehicle enters the atmosphere with the lift pointed upward, and the lift is rotated to the downward direction only after some time has passed since atmospheric entry. The ability to delay the rotation of the lift to the downward position is due to the fact that the heating load constraint is active only at the end of the atmospheric flight segment, whereas in the case of the heating rate-constrained case, the vehicle must remain below the maximum allowable heating rate for the entirety of atmospheric flight. Finally, as is the case with the heating rate-constrained solutions, the bank angle is zero upon atmospheric exit in the case of the heating load-constrained case. Figure 19 shows the key features of an aerothrust maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate. Similar to the structure exhibited by a heating rate-constrained aeroglide maneuver, it is seen from Fig. 19 that, for larger values of _ Q max , the solution contains an equilibrium glide segment (see Fig. 19b where the altitude changes at a constant flight-path angle). Moreover (and, again, similar to a heating rate-constrained aeroglide maneuver), it is seen from Fig. 19d that, when the solution contains an equilibrium glide segment, the stagnation point heating rate contains a segment where it is either constant (see the case in Fig. 19d , where _ Q max 4 MW ⋅ m −2 and where the heating rate contains a constant segment) or changes at a constant rate [see the cases in Fig. 19d , where _ Q max 6; 8 MW ⋅ m −2 and where _ Q contains a segment where Q is constant]. On the other hand, when _ Q is highly constrained (for example, when _ Q max 2 MW ⋅ m −2 ), the solution no longer contains an equilibrium glide segment. Instead, as was the case in a heating rate-constrained aeroglide maneuver, when _ Q is highly constrained, the aerothrust atmospheric pass is quite shallow and the vehicle exits the atmosphere quickly without performing a large inclination change in the atmosphere due to the inability of the vehicle to use atmospheric force to alter the inclination (see the difference between cases _ Q max 2 MW ⋅ m −2 and _ Q max > 2 MW ⋅ m −2 in Fig. 19c ). Finally, when _ Q is highly constrained, it is seen that the stagnation point heating rate also does not contain either a constant segment or a segment where the slope is constant (see the case in Fig. 19d , where _ Q max 2 MW ⋅ m −2 ). Next, Fig. 20 shows the keys features of the optimal controls α, σ, and T for an aerothrust maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating rate. It is seen that, when the heating rate is highly constrained, the angle of attack deviates from its maximum in the middle of the atmospheric flight segment but remains at its maximum at the beginning and end of atmospheric flight. On the other hand, when the heating rate is less constrained (that is, _ Q max > 2 MW ⋅ m −2 ) the angle of attack is only at its maximum at the end of atmospheric flight. Simultaneously, it is seen that, for all values of _ Q max , the bank angle is quite small at the start of atmospheric flight. As a result, the vehicle enters the atmosphere with the lift having a positive upward component. After the initial part of atmospheric flight, however, the bank angle changes to nearly −180 deg, thus rotating the lift downward in order to descend into the atmosphere. It is also interesting to note that, for all values of _ Q max , the bank angle is zero at the end of atmospheric flight to enable the vehicle to ascend as it exits the atmosphere. Finally, examining Fig. 20c , it is seen that the thrust Tt has a bang-bang structure, with the thrust being at its minimum (T 0) for the majority of atmospheric flight while being at its maximum (T T max 500 N) for a short segment of atmospheric flight. Article in Advance / FUHR AND RAO Next, Fig. 21 shows the solution for an aerothrust maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating load. Similar to an aeroglide heating load-constrained maneuver, it is seen from Fig. 21 that, as Q max increases (thus decreasing the constraint on the total heating load), the solution exhibits an equilibrium glide segment (see Fig. 21b ). Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 21d that it is never the case that the stagnation point heating has a constant segment or a segment with a constant slope (see Fig. 21d , where the heating rate always achieves a maximum at a single point). Moreover, unlike the heating rate-constrained solutions, when Q is highly constrained, the atmospheric pass is slightly deeper than it is when the heating rate is highly constrained (compare Fig. 21d with Fig. 19d) .
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Structure of Aerothrust Solutions
Finally, Fig. 22 shows the key features of the optimal controls α, σ, and T for an aerothrust maneuver with a constraint on the stagnation point heating load. The structure of the optimal controls is fundamentally different for a heating load-constrained maneuver as compared with a heating rate-constrained maneuver. In particular, regardless of the value of Q max , the angle of attack remains at its maximum for the entire duration of atmospheric flight. In addition, for all values of Q max , the bank angle is between −30 and −60 deg at the start of atmospheric flight, resulting in the lift having an upward component at atmospheric entry. Moreover, it is seen that the bank angle never reaches −180 deg. Thus, the lift is never rotated completely to the downward direction, as was the case with the aeroglide maneuver. Finally, examining Fig. 22c , it is seen that the thrust Tt has a different structure for a heating load-constrained aerothrust maneuver as compared with a heating rate-constrained aerothrust maneuver. Specifically, not only does the thrust have a bang-bang structure for most of atmospheric flight, but it is also the case that, at atmospheric exit, the thrust is slightly positive. This last result indicates that, when the heating load is constrained, it is advantageous to thrust as the vehicle is ascending as it exits the atmosphere.
V. Comparisons with Earlier Work on Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer
As described in the Introduction (Sec. I), [18] also considered the problem of an aeroglide aeroassisted orbital transfer of a small spacecraft between two low Earth orbits subject to constraints on the stagnation point heating rate. It is noted, however, that this study differs significantly from the work of [18] . First, [18] considered only aeroglide maneuvers, whereas this research considers the possibility of a thrusting maneuver during atmospheric flight. In addition, [18] did not study the effect of constraining the total stagnation point heating load, whereas this study includes constraints on the stagnation point heating load. Also, [18] allowed for a skip out of the atmosphere (thus, allowing for two atmospheric passes), whereas the constraints considered in this paper prevent a skip trajectory. Next, [18] considered only a single lift-to-drag ratio and a single initial mass, whereas in this research, a range of lift-to-drag ratios and different values of initial mass are considered. Third, [18] did not consider the effect of the fuel consumption as a function of the initial mass of the vehicle, whereas in this study, results are presented for two vehicles with different values of initial mass. Consequently, this study is much more comprehensive than that shown in [18] . 
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VI. Conclusions
A numerical optimization study has been performed of minimumfuel low-Earth-orbit aeroglide and aerothrust aeroassisted orbital transfer of a small spacecraft subject to constraints on heating rate and heating load with a required inclination change considered. The aeroassisted orbital transfer is formulated as a three-phase optimal control problem consisting of an exoatmospheric deorbit phase, an atmospheric flight phase that may or may not include a thrust maneuver, and a second exoatmospheric flight phase. The details of the trajectory design have been provided, including an in-depth description of all path and event constraints. The optimal control problem associated with the aeroassisted orbital transfer problem has then been stated formally, and this optimal control problem has been solved using a high-accuracy adaptive Gaussian quadrature collocation optimal control software that employed an advanced interior-point nonlinear programming problem solver together with algorithmic differentiation to generate derivatives required by the optimizer. The performance of the aeroassisted orbital transfer has been reported in terms of the final inclination, the maximum allowable heating rate, the maximum allowable integrated heat load, the maximum lift-to-drag ratio of the vehicle, and the initial mass of the vehicle. In addition, the key features of the optimal trajectories and controls of the aeroglide and aerothrust maneuvers have been identified. Finally, the solutions obtained for the aeroassisted orbital transfer have been compared with two commonly used all-propulsive orbital transfers. The results of this study demonstrated the improved performance that was obtained using an aeroassisted orbital transfer over an all-propulsive transfer and provided insight into the structure of the optimized solutions.
Appendix: Transformations Between Spherical and Cartesian Coordinates
Assume a spherical Earth with the center at point O, and let O; E be a coordinate system fixed in the Earth such that E fE x ; E y ; E z g is a right-handed orthonormal basis such that E z lies along the north pole, E x lies along the direction from O to the intersection of the equator, and the line of zero longitude (that is, the Greenwich longitude) and the E y E z × E z complete the right-handed system. Suppose now that the state of a vehicle, located at a point P, is parameterized in terms of (r, θ, ϕ, v, γ, ψ), where r is the geocentric radius (that is, the radius measured from point O), θ is the Earthrelative longitude (measured from E x to the direction along OQ, where Q is the projection of P into the equatorial plane), ϕ is the geocentric latitude (measured from the direction OQ to the direction OP), v is the Earth-relative speed, γ is the Earth-relative flight-path angle, and ψ is the azimuth (measured clockwise from due north). Suppose further that N fE n ; E e ; E d g is a right-handed orthonormal basis defined such that E d lies in the direction opposite the geocentric position, E u −E d , E e lies along due east, and E n lies along due north. The basis N then corresponds to a local northeast-down coordinate system defined as
where r is the geocentric position. The geocentric position r expressed in the basis E is given in terms of r, θ, and ϕ as frg E
< :
r cos ϕ cos θ r cos ϕ sin θ r sin ϕ 
The matrix that transforms the components of a vector from the basis N to the basis E basis is denoted T E N and is given as
The velocity expressed in the Earth-fixed basis E is then given as
